
We solve conversion problems
Get the intelligence you need to align your team, optimize your funnel, understand the competition, and drive more sales. We 

are a hands on consultancy who works with you to better understand how to fix your funnel. We don’t just do market research 
and hand it off, we’re with you in the trenches helping to close gaps and identify opportunities. 

Most companies have a limited understanding of how and why they 
lose to their competition. Early stage opportunities go dark, bottom of 
funnel prospects don’t convert, and you usually chalk it up to bad 
luck. Unfortunately that’s rarely the case. We use primary research 
techniques and first-person interviews with customers, prospects 
that “went dark”, churned accounts, and competitor sources to help 
you better understand what’s actually going wrong in your sales 
funnel. Then we work side by side with your team to fix it. 

Create competitive battlecards and sell-against guides

Uncover why buyers stall or drop-off across specific sales stages

Conduct win-loss interviews to collect insights about the sales 

process and sales stage conversion factors

Build sales enablement materials to accelerate deal closure

Gather intelligence to retain and upsell current client base

Optimize sales stage conversion

Create differentiated messaging specific to your target buyers

Create competitive sales enablement materials

Increase competitive win-rate 

Reduce “do nothing” and incumbent losses

Support the creation of competitive campaigns 

Optimize your top of funnel lead generation and conversion

What we do

How we help sales

How we help marketing

Answer the tough questions
Are we targeting the right type of company and buyer 

personas with our sales and marketing efforts?

What improvements do we need to make to our outreach, 

discovery process, and sales approach?

What sales and marketing assets do we need to influence 

conversion at each specific sales stage? 

What are our REAL competitive differentiators? 

How do we actually stack up to our competitors?

Why are our opportunities stalling or going dark?

What are our buyers’ selection and evaluation criteria?

What should our competitive battlecards contain?

What training does our sales team need to position and win?
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Our Services

Our Methodology

Sales Pipeline Optimization
Evaluating your sales funnel conversion rates is 
important, but understanding the “why” behind those 
rates is critical. Learn why customers renewed or 
churned and why prospects converted or went dark. 
Identify opportunities for improvement, replicate your 
successes and get the information you need to optimize 
conversion at the top, middle, and bottom stages of your 
sales funnel.

We live by the adage “A problem well-stated is half-
solved,” which is why we take time to understand in 
detail the challenge your company is facing.

We analyze the data to identify gaps in your sales funnel 
and opportunities for improvement.

With the problem defined, we collect data from your 
customers, competitors, and the market to validate the 
problem and uncover additional insights.

We work with your team to solve the issues through 
sales playbooks, competitive battlecards, workshops, 
and researched-based content.

DEFINE

ANALYZE

RESEARCH

EXECUTE

Win-Loss interviews

Customer Exp. Analysis

Sales enablement

Campaign support

Hear directly from buyers why they selected your 
company over the competition or why they went with a 
competitor. Use the information to Increase competitive 
win-rate, better define sales enablement strategy, 
determine marketing effectiveness, and streamline the 
overall sales process.

We gather insights directly from the source through first-person interviews with customers, 
prospects that “went dark,” churned accounts, and competitor sources to create actionable 
intelligence you cannot find anywhere else.

Customer Experience Analysis teaches you the steps 
you should take to retain more customers and expand 
revenue with a specific client or client segment. We do 
this by talking directly to your current customers as well 
as companies that chose not to renew, to identify 
factors that contribute to renewal, churn, or expansion.

Give your sales team the tools they need to be 
successful and ensure that you have alignment across 
your organization. We assist with targeting, persona 
creation, competitive battlecards, sales playbook 
creation, and process audits. We can also run hands-on 
sales workshops to educate the team how to position 
for success.
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Take the first step towards a healthier funnel!
Stop wondering what went wrong and what you could have done differently. 

Get the Intelligence you need to win more deals! 

Having a firm grasp on the strengths and weaknesses of 
your competition is a key part of positioning for 
success. Learn the intricacies of your competition to 
find where you can be confident in the sales process 
and where you need to be prepared to defend. 

Competitive intelligence

Finding content that resonates with your audience can 
be challenging. We use the deep knowledge of your 
customers and your competition to create custom 
research-based content that can be used to generate 
top-of-funnel leads, or to advance middle-of-funnel 
prospects. Support can be both project-based or 
ongoing depending on your needs.
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